
Hip hostel brand Generator, known for its stylish, contemporary 

interiors, recently relaunched its flagship London property 

after giving it an extensive makeover. Eschewing the run-of-the-

mill hostel experience, the Generator group has for its aim a 

worldwide portfolio of ‘urban residences’ that reflect the spirit and 

culture of their host cities, with an emphasis on bold and exciting 

social spaces within each property.

True to form, Generator London is part playground, part night 

club, part crash pad. Formerly a police station, the six-storey 

hostel now houses 872 beds in 212 brand new rooms. Although 

the property is situated in central London, a stone’s throw from 

Covent Garden and the British Museum, guests need not venture 

far to find either relaxation or entertainment. Full of light and 

bright colours, the lobby features several cosy seating areas set 

against a cutout of a saluting British bobby and a large smiley 

lamp placed atop a monolithic reception desk. Elsewhere in the 

expansive, 6,000sq m hostel, one can find plenty of creative 

nooks to hang out in, among these a canary yellow chill-out room, 

a lounge with a Goodwives and Warriors hand-painted piano, and 

a cafe designed to look like a London streetscape. And if amid 
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all the socialising one forgets where one is, quirky installations such as the 

front section of a Routemaster bus that has been turned into a DJ booth, 

and a travel shop with a handdrawn, annotated map of the British capital on 

the its walls, hammer home the realisation.

According to Anwar Mekhayech, a partner at The Design Agency, the 

interiors were refurbished to express the dynamism of London’s bustling 

streets. “London presented the tricky task of updating a fifteen-year-old 

hostel, housed in a former police station. [It was] made up of a labyrinth of 

rooms, [so] we were inspired to create a series of concept spaces, each 

with a distinct character and feel. Our goal was to accentuate Generator’s 

newly developed branding and design-style while paying tribute to London’s 

hip, mod character.”
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A reclaimed warehouse feel pervades throughout, with plenty of 

brickwork, ventilation pipes, stainless steel and concrete, all exposed 

alongside furnishings and fittings made from recycled material. At the 

bar, recycled fire-extinguisher lamps by Castor, reclaimed wood, and 

hot-rolled steel details set the mood for eventful evenings. Metal frames 

and wood boards create a cluster of seating pods in the canteen 

area connecting the cafe and bar. The lamp at the back of the cafe, 

which looms over four leather armchairs like a menacing arachnid, is 

particularly striking. The upstair floors, meanwhile, are named after 

famous fictional Brits such as Doctor Who, Willy Wonka, Mary Poppins, 

James Bond and Austin Powers, with artworks to match. 

In the rooms, oversized camouflage graphics wrap the walls and ceiling. 

The dorm units are simple but functional, encouraging guests to spend 

more time in the social areas instead. The Generator premium rooms 

with single beds have en-suite facilities and a work desk. 

Flamboyant, frivolous and fun, yet not without an underlying seriousness 

of purpose, Generator London is proving to be hugely popular with 

design-savvy, cash-conscious travellers looking for a comfortable, buzzy, 

uniquely memorable hostel scene.      
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